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Gloss is a feature of visual appearance that arises from the directionally selective reflection of light incident on a
surface. Especially when a distinct reflected image is perceptible, the luminance distribution of the illumination
scene above the sample can strongly influence the gloss perception. For this reason, industrial glossmeters do not
provide a satisfactory gloss estimation of high-gloss surfaces. In this study, the influence of the conditions of
illumination on specular gloss perception was examined through a magnitude estimation experiment in which
10 observers took part. A light booth with two light sources was utilized: the mirror image of only one source being
visible in reflection by the observer. The luminance of both the reflected image and the adjacent sample surface
could be independently varied by separate adjustment of the intensity of the two light sources. A psychophysical
scaling function was derived, relating the visual gloss estimations to the measured luminance of both the reflected
image and the off-specular sample background. The generalization error of the model was estimated through a
validation experiment performed by 10 other observers. In result, a metric including both surface and illumination
properties is provided. Based on this metric, improved gloss evaluation methods and instruments could be
developed. © 2011 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 100.2960, 290.1483, 330.5020, 330.5510.

1. INTRODUCTION
Besides color, gloss is a major characteristic that determines
the appearance of an object. Physically, gloss results from the
directionally selective reflectance properties of a surface,
with a preference toward the specular reflection direction
[1]. Although alternative measurement methods have been
introduced [2,3], instrumental gloss evaluation is usually
restricted to the measurement of this specular reflection
by use of a glossmeter. This standardized instrument [4,5]
measures the specularly reflected flux from the surface in a
predefined geometry, typically at three angles of incidence
(20°, 60°, and 85°). The apertures of the source and receiver
are well defined. The measured flux is compared to the re-
flected flux from a working standard in the same geometry
that in turn is calibrated against a primary standard. The
primary standard consists of a polished black glass with re-
fractive index n of 1.567 at a wavelength of 589:3nm (sodium
D line), and it is assigned a value of 100 gloss units irrespective
of the angle of incidence.

The correlation between visual gloss (VG) appraisal and in-
strumental gloss characterization has been examined before.
In an investigation of the perceptual gloss dimensions of a ser-
ies of painted specimens, Billmeyer and O’Donnell reported
that no simple linear relation existed between the obtained
visual data and instrumental gloss measurements [6]. Two
other studies confirmed this finding. Obein et al. compared
observer judgments of the glossiness of 10 black, coated
samples with instrumental gloss readings [7]. Ji et al. related
visually scaled gloss of a set of 84 neutral and colored samples
to measurement results obtained with a standard glossmeter
[8]. Both found a similar nonlinear relationship, with higher

response at the extremes of the scale, i.e., for matte and
high-gloss surfaces.

These findings suggest that VG perception is not only deter-
mined by the amount of specular reflection from the surface.
Indeed, according to Hunter there are in fact six visual criteria
that can be used to rank surfaces based on their gloss [9].
These are identified as

• Specular gloss—related to the amount of specular
reflection from the surface

• Contrast gloss (CG)—associated with the observed
contrast between the specularly reflecting areas and adjacent
surface areas

• Distinctness-of-image (DOI) gloss—perceived distinct-
ness and sharpness of the observed image in the specular
reflection direction of the surface

• Absence-of-bloom gloss—related to the absence of haze
or milky appearance adjacent to reflected highlights

• Sheen—gloss appraisal of low gloss or matte surfaces at
grazing angles of incidence and viewing

• Surface-uniformity gloss—associated with the per-
ceived surface smoothness and freedom from texture and
markings

Hunter’s conclusion formed the basis for an in-depth investi-
gation of the influence of surface properties on gloss percep-
tion. In this respect, research results were recently reported
on the interaction of surface gloss with texture [10], three-
dimensional (3D) shape [11–14], and color [14–16].

An essential component in gloss formation that has
received less attention is the geometry of illumination. Gloss
investigations reported in the literature have generally been
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performed with samples being illuminated by only a single,
fixed light source. On high-gloss surfaces, a highlight corre-
sponding to the image of the source emerges in the specular
reflection direction. The luminance of the source, the specular
reflectance value of the material, and the image distortion
(DOI) caused by the surface characteristics determine the lu-
minance of this highlight. The luminance of the sample region
that surrounds the specular highlight is determined by the
illumination of the same source and the off-specular reflection
characteristics of the sample. In a recent paper Leloup et al.

[17] showed that for high-gloss samples, the contrast between
the reflected image of the source and the sample background
affects gloss perception, in accordance with Hunter’s CG.
Consequently, the glossiness of a sample could be drastically
influenced by introducing a light source that is positioned out
of the specular field of view of the observer.

A configuration with more than just one light source better
corresponds to the complex illumination conditions that are
encountered in daily life, with both direct and indirect indoor
as well as outdoor contributions. With the aim of accurately
rendering photorealistic images on displays, the computer
graphics community was the first to examine the influence
of a complex illumination geometry on the appearance prop-
erties of a material. Complex illumination scenes have been
implemented by use of illumination maps that are acquired
by photographically capturing the incident illumination from
every direction at a specific point in the scene [18]. Fleming
et al. demonstrated that observers estimate the glossiness of
glossy surfaces more reliably under complex realistic illumi-
nation than under simple synthetic illumination, and that
surfaces appear glossier under complex conditions [19].
Furthermore, Doerschner et al. introduced a glossiness trans-
fer function that estimates the change in perceived gloss when
moving from one illumination field to another [20]. Finally, in
agreement with Doerschner et al., Olkkonen and Brainard
measured a substantial effect on gloss perception when
introducing geometric changes in the light field [21].

Yet, computer-based gloss research also suffers from some
restrictions. The limited dynamic range of a display constitu-
tes the main drawback. Pellacini et al. [22] stressed that digital
imagery representations are not likely to allow for the inves-
tigation of any gloss attribute related to the absolute intensity
of a highlight, even though methods have been introduced to
map high dynamic range (HDR) images on standard dynamic
range (SDR) displays [23,24]. With the introduction of HDR
displays, Phillips et al. investigated the effect of image
dynamic range on gloss perception [25,26]. In a gloss discri-
mination task, apparent gloss was judged both in HDR and
tone-mapped SDR images. Important differences were
observed; objects in HDR images were perceived as glossier
and more discriminating than in their SDR counterparts.
Doerschner et al. surmise that there are cues to surface
material signaling glossiness present in HDR scenes that
are absent or weak in scenes presented on SDR displays [27].

Industrial glossmeters do not provide proper estimations
of the perceived gloss on high-gloss surfaces, because the geo-
metry and intensity of the illumination are not taken into ac-
count. On the exception of the study reported by Leloup et al.

[17], the influence of the applied illumination on gloss percep-
tion by use of realistic illumination scenes and real objects has
not yet been addressed. In this paper, complex real-world

illumination conditions were simulated by use of an adjustable
off-specular light source in addition to the specular source.
Three achromatic glass samples with an identical DOI but a
different diffuse backreflection were used in combination
with 29 illumination conditions determined by the intensity
of both light sources. A psychophysical experiment was con-
ducted with 65 stimuli and 10 observers. The technique of
magnitude estimation was used to derive a perceptual gloss
scale that was related to the measured luminance of both
the reflected image and the off-specular sample background.
The performance of the psychophysical function was evalu-
ated by a validation experiment with 22 new stimuli and 10
further observers. From the results, improved gloss evaluation
methods and instruments could be developed based on lumi-
nance measurements in specular and off-specular directions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Light Booth
The psychophysical experiments were conducted in a light
booth presented in Fig. 1, identical to the booth described
by Leloup et al. [17]. A uniform rectangular light source is
positioned 60 cm from the sample holder, with an incidence
angle of 60° toward the sample normal. This source will be
denoted as the specular light source. An additional ambient
light source is positioned perpendicular to the sample, at a
distance of 60 cm, and will further be referred to as the back-
ground light source. To obtain different illumination settings,
the luminance of both light sources can be separately
adjusted.

Samples are mounted on a fixed sample holder and ob-
served in the mirror reflection direction of the specular light
source. The observer’s head is fixed by a chin rest, which
guarantees both a well-defined viewing direction and a fixed
viewing distance of 100 cm. Illumination and viewing dis-
tances are chosen such that the sample surface and the
reflected image of the specular light source are both within
the observer’s depth of focus. A baffle prevents the observers
from directly viewing the light sources.

B. Samples
The sample set consists of three flat glass samples of 10 cm ×
10 cm that are 3mm thick. The rear side of the samples is
painted white, gray, and black, respectively. The samples
were characterized with a HunterLab UltraScan PRO

Fig. 1. (Color online) Side view of the test booth with the specular
and background light sources.
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sphere-based spectrophotometer, measuring the d: 8° spectral
reflectance of the front side of the samples. This instrument
offers the facility either to include or to exclude the light re-
flected in the specular direction. Two sets of measurements
were performed: with the exclusion port opened [specular
excluded (SPEX)] and closed [specular included (SPIN)],
respectively. When subtracting the SPEX from the SPIN read-
out, a value of 4% was obtained for each sample, originating
from the identical front surface reflection.

CIELAB colorimetric coordinates were calculated under
CIE standard illuminant D65, in combination with the CIE
1964 standard colorimetric observer. SPEX mode results are
presented in Table 1. Standard specular gloss measurements
were performed at the three basic geometries (20°, 60°, and
85° angle of incidence) with a BYK-Gardner micro-TRI-
gloss-S glossmeter. Measurements were repeated at five dif-
ferent positions on the surface to check uniformity. Mean va-
lues and variances, expressed in specular gloss units (SGUs),
are reported in Table 1. Almost no differences are observed
among the samples within one and the same geometry, indi-
cating that front surface reflection completely dominates the
measurement.

Spatial and spectral sample reflection characteristics were
measured with a 3D bidirectional scatter distribution function
instrument [28]. The angle of incidence with respect to the
sample normal was fixed at 60°, while the viewing angle ran-
ged from 0° to 85° in the opposite half-plane, 60° correspond-
ing to the specular reflection direction (denoted as −60°:60°
geometry). In Fig. 2, spectral bidirectional reflectance distri-
bution function (BRDF) values qe;λ are presented for viewing
angles ranging from 35° to 85°. Solid curves represent the
BRDF functions of the three glass samples, while the dashed
curve represents the BRDF function of the black glass stan-
dard of the industrial glossmeter. All samples clearly show

a specular peak similar to the instrument signature, indicating
a distortion-free reflected image and perfect DOI. At nonspe-
cular viewing angles, BRDF values tend to a constant value
originating from the background reflection of the samples.

3. PSYCHOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
In order to derive a perceptual gloss scale that takes into
account the influence of the applied illumination, a psycho-
physical experiment was conducted using the method of
magnitude estimation. Magnitude estimation is one of the
most frequently used psychophysical scaling techniques
[29], and it has already been successfully applied in previous
research on surface gloss perception [8,22,30]. The technique
is designed to discover functional relationships between the
physical properties of a presented stimulus and its perceptual
attributes [31].

Combinations of three samples and 29 illumination settings
resulted in 65 stimuli, which were presented to 10 observers.
The illumination settings were generated by separate adjust-
ment of the intensity of both the specular and background
light sources. Pictures of the gray sample under four illumina-
tion settings are presented in Fig. 3. In marked contrast with
the off-specular sample background, the reflection image of
the specular light source can be clearly discerned.

For all stimuli, luminance measurements were performed
from the viewing position of the observer with a two-
dimensional luminance camera (MURATest by Eldim). From
these measurements, the average luminance of the image of
the specular light source, denoted by the image luminance
Lim, and of both sample regions next to this image, denoted
by the background luminance Lb, were calculated. Lim ranged
from 0 to 300 cd:m−2, while Lb ranged from 0 to 55 cd:m−2. A
graphic representation of the stimuli in an Lb versus Lim graph
is presented in Fig. 4.

Table 1. CIELAB Values �L�a�b�� and Average Specular Gloss Values of the Three Samples
a

Sample Color L� a� b� Gloss 20° (SGU) Gloss 60° (SGU) Gloss 85° (SGU)

White 82.7 −1:76 1.19 86:6� 0:3 93:4� 0:2 99:4� 0:1
Gray 46.1 −2:22 −6:35 86:9� 0:1 92:5� 0:1 99:3� 0:2
Black 3.2 −0:05 0.08 85:2� 1:0 91:2� 0:6 99:2� 0:3

aCIELAB values ðL�a�b�Þ were obtained in SPEX mode and calculated under CIE Illuminant D65 in combination with the CIE 1964 standard colorimetric observer.
Average specular gloss values were obtained in three basic geometries (20°, 60°, and 85°) and are expressed in SGUs.

Fig. 2. (Color online) BRDF functions at an angle of incidence of
−60° and at wavelength 589:3 nm. The viewing angle ranges from
35° to 85°. Solid curves represent the results of the three test samples,
while the dashed curve represents the results of the black glass gloss
reference sample.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Pictures of the gray sample under four illumi-
nation settings. The image of the specular light source can be clearly
discerned.
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Lim is made up of two contributions: a first contribution
originating from specular reflection at the front surface and
a second contribution due to diffuse reflection from the rear
side of the sample. Assuming a uniform illumination of the
sample, Lim can be written as

Lim ¼ ρsLsp þ Lb; ð1Þ

where ρs and Lsp, respectively, denote the specular reflec-
tance of the sample and the luminance of the specular light
source. From Eq. (1), one can conclude that Lim is always
larger than or equal to Lb. This can also be observed in Fig. 4;
all data points lie above the straight line on which Lim and Lb

are equal.
Observers were presented with a standard stimulus at the

beginning of the experiment and told to assign a modulus va-
lue of 100 to it. The choice of the standard stimulus can have a
marked influence on the outcome of a magnitude estimation
experiment. Preferentially, the modulus should lie in the
middle of the range, such that the slope for variables larger
than the standard is the same as the slope for variables lower
than the standard [32,33]. Former results have demonstrated
that within one illumination condition the psychometric
contrast C, defined by CIE [34] as

C ¼ jLim − Lbj
Lb

; ð2Þ

roughly correlates with VG appraisal [17]. Following this indi-
cation, C was calculated for every stimulus. Neglecting the
eight stimuli for which C equals 0 (specular light source
turned off), logC values of the presented stimuli ranged from
−1:07 to 2.59, and the stimulus with a logC value of 0.88 was

chosen as the standard. Corresponding values of Lim and Lb

were 190 cd:m−2 and 22 cd:m−2, respectively. Some lines of
constant psychometric contrast C are also represented
in Fig. 4.

The remaining stimuli were presented in sequence to the
observers. They were asked to rate the stimuli on a scale
where zero represents no gloss and such that the ratio of
ratings corresponds to the ratio of perceived glossiness to
the standard stimulus. As the observers’ glossiness appraisal
cannot be predicted in advance, observers were not given an
upper limit (open-ended scale) and were allowed to use any
number they thought to be appropriate. The standard stimulus
was presented for a second time at the end of each session,
and the ratings for this second presentation were compared
to the modulus. All 10 observers had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision, and were naive with respect to the purpose
of the experiment. They performed the test, which lasted
approximately 20 min, in two different random orders of
presentation.

A. Data Analysis
The absolute magnitude estimation results were analyzed
using a method that was previously employed by Ji et al.

[8] and Luo et al. [35]. For each stimulus s, the geometric mean
Ŝs is computed from the raw observer data Ss;o of all observers
o. The results of each individual observer are normalized
against the geometric mean by calculating the scaling factor
ao and line intercept bo from Eq. (3) using the least-squares
fitting method:

log Ŝs ¼ ao logSs;o þ bo: ð3Þ

Afterward, both coefficients ao and bo are used to calculate
the normalized estimation values Ss;o;norm of each observer
for each stimulus:

Ss;o;norm ¼ 10ðlog Ŝs−boÞ=ao : ð4Þ

The observer repeatability and agreement are evaluated with
the coefficient of variation CV, defined as

CV ¼ 100
�y

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
n
s¼1ðxs − ysÞ2

n

s
: ð5Þ

xs and ys both represent a dataset, �y being the mean value of
dataset ys. n is the number of evaluated stimuli, i.e., 65.

B. Results
Values of both the scaling factor ao and the line intercept bo
are reported for each individual observer in Table 2. For a
perfect agreement between a set of observer data and the

Fig. 4. (Color online) Graphic representation of the stimuli in an Lb
versus Lim graph. All data points lie above the straight line on which
Lim and Lb are equal (zero contrast). Additional dashed lines of
constant psychometric contrast C are also represented.

Table 2. Values of Both the Scaling Factor ao and the Line Intercept bo for All Sets of Observer Data

Scaling Factor ao Observer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Presentation order 1 0.925 0.920 1.065 0.885 1.190 0.900 0.941 0.863 0.900 0.869
Presentation order 2 0.967 0.900 0.922 0.880 1.064 0.890 0.945 0.794 0.907 0.904

Line Intercept bo Observer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Presentation order 1 0.148 0.135 −0:316 0.124 −0:400 0.030 0.081 0.461 0.250 0.240
Presentation order 2 0.102 0.230 0.023 0.120 −0:130 0.080 0.053 0.503 0.157 0.161
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set of geometric mean data, ao would equal unity and bo zero.
Values of the scaling factor ao range from 0.794 to 1.190, mean-
ing that a variation in magnitude of almost 40% is encountered.
All values of the line intercept bo are close to zero. The
presentation order does not have a significant influence.

The 20 sets of normalized observer data Ss;o;norm have been
scaled to the maximum geometric mean value. These scaled
values are plotted against the geometric mean data Ŝs in Fig. 5.
The geometric mean values of the 65 stimuli range from 1 to
160, with the modulus numbering 100.

The observed scatter in Fig. 5 provides a first visual impres-
sion of the agreement among observers. Yet, for a quantitative
estimation of the interobserver agreement, CV as defined in
Eq. (5) is utilized. Each normalized set of observer data
Ss;o;norm is compared to the set of geometric mean data Ŝs.
CV values for each observer are reported in Table 3, and range
from 4% to 13% with an average of 7%.

The values of CV for two sets of data of each individual
observer (observer repeatability) are also gathered in Table 3.
Again, values are small and range from 0% to 9%, with an
average of 3%. This value is comparable to the value of 4%

reported by Ji et al. for seven observers scaling surface
gloss [8].

4. PSYCHOPHYSICAL SCALING FUNCTION
Several psychophysical scaling functions relating the geo-
metric mean data Ŝs to the measured luminance of both
the reflected image Lim and the off-specular sample back-
ground Lb were tested with least-squares fitting techniques.
Both multiple linear and nonlinear regression analyses were
performed. For each solution, the goodness of fit was evalu-
ated with the adjusted coefficient of determination R2

adj.
Normality and constant variance assumptions were always
tested and solutions were rejected if the probability value p
for one or both assumptions was inferior to 5%.

An overview of the principal hypothetic functions and
corresponding regression results is presented in Table 4.
Psychometric contrast as defined in Eq. (2) provides a poor
fit (R2

adj ¼ 0:523), in accordance with the conclusions of
Pellacini and co-workers [22,30]. Moreover the constant var-
iance assumption is not met. Formulas based on alternative
contrast definitions, such as the Michelson contrast, were also
tested. Again, the results show a very poor fit (R2

adj ¼ 0:45),
and both the normality and constant variance assumption
are not met.

A better VG prediction is obtained with a formula based on
the difference between Lim and Lb:

VG ¼ 15ðLim − LbÞ0:4: ð6Þ

The adjusted coefficient of variation R2
adj numbers 0.945. How-

ever, the constant variance assumption is again not met. The
importance of satisfying this assumption becomes evident
from Fig. 6, where the VG predictions as defined in Eq. (6)
are plotted against the corresponding geometric mean data
Ŝs for all presented stimuli. For perfect agreement, all data
points should lie on a straight line. It is clear that stimuli
with identical differences between the luminance of the
image and the background are however assessed as having
a different gloss.

Fig. 5. (Color online) 20 sets of normalized observer data Ss;o;norm,
scaled to the maximum geometric mean value, and plotted against the
geometric mean data Ŝs.

Table 3. Evaluation of Both the Observer Agreement and Repeatability by Calculation of the Coefficient of

Variation CV
a

Observer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean

Observer agreement CV (%) 4 6 4 8 7 7 4 13 7 8 7
Observer repeatability CV (%) 3 2 9 0 6 1 0 6 1 3 3

aFor the observer agreement, each individual set of data Ss;o;norm was compared to the set of geometric mean data Ŝs. For observer repeatability, two sets of data of
the same observer were compared.

Table 4. Overview of Hypothetic Functions Describing the Relationship between the Geometric Mean Data Ŝs and
Both the Luminance Lim and Lb

a

Regression Results Normality Assumption Constant Variance Assumption

Function a b e1 e2 R2
adj p p

aðLim−Lb
Lb

Þe1 45.89 — 0.180 — 0.523 Pass 0.0676 Fail 0.0144
aðLim − LbÞe1 15.09 — 0.404 — 0.945 Pass 0.2883 Fail <0:0001
aLe1

im − bLe2
b 21.66 17.18 0.379 0.354 0.963 Pass 0.6400 Pass 0.3053

aL1=3
im − bL1=3

b 28.11 20.59 — — 0.958 Pass 0.1635 Pass 0.6057
aThe values of the regression coefficients and the adjusted coefficient of determination R2

adj are presented. Results of the normality and constant variance assump-
tions are indicated based on the reported probability value p.
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The highest adjusted coefficient of determination R2
adj

(0.963) was obtained with the following relationship:

VG ¼ 22L0:379
im − 17L0:354

b : ð7Þ

Both regression assumptions are now met. The graphic repre-
sentation of this function, plotted against the corresponding
geometric mean data Ŝs, is presented in Fig. 7.

Interestingly, VG as defined in Eq. (7) is similar to the
brightness function put forward by Bodmann et al. [36],
defined as

B ¼ aLp
− B0: ð8Þ

B denotes the estimated brightness of an achromatic stimulus
of luminance L. The term B0 accounts for simultaneous con-
trast effects when the test stimulus is viewed against a back-
ground of nonzero luminance, and was previously introduced
by Jameson and Hurvich [37] and Hurvich [38]. The exponent
p has a value of approximately 1=3, which is very close to the
exponents reported in Eq. (7).

A power function of luminance with an exponent of 1=3
is also encountered in the CIELAB lightness L�. Moreover,
Pellacini and co-workers [22,30] introduced a CG function,
formulated in terms of a cubic root function of both the
specular reflectance ρs and the diffuse reflectance ρd:

CG ¼
�
ρs þ

ρd
2

�
1=3

−

�ρd
2

�
1=3

: ð9Þ

These findings suggest that in Eq. (7) a fixed value of 1=3 for
both exponents could also involve a good solution. The result
for this regression analysis is also included in Table 4:

VG ¼ 28L1=3
im − 21L1=3

b : ð10Þ

The value of R2
adj numbers 0.958, and both regression

assumptions are met.
By substitution of Eq. (1) in Eq. (10), VG can be rewritten as

VG ¼ 28
�
ρsLsp þ Lb

�
1=3

− 21L1=3
b : ð11Þ

The background luminance Lb can be correlated to the sample
illuminance E:

Lb ¼
ρd
π E: ð12Þ

If the background light source is turned off, the illuminance E
is proportional to the luminance of the specular light source
Lsp. Equation (12) can then be rewritten as

Lb ¼
ρd
π
�
αLsp

�
; ð13Þ

with α being a proportionality factor determined by the mutual
position of the source and the sample.

By substitution of Eq. (13) into Eq. (11), VG can finally be
written as

VG ¼ 28L1=3
sp ½ðρs þ c1ρdÞ1=3 − c2ρ1=3d �; ð14Þ

with c1 and c2 being two constants.
The resemblance between Eq. (9) (CG) and Eq. (14) (VG) is

striking. Moreover, it can be concluded from Eq. (14) that the
gloss perception increases with the cubic root of the lumi-
nance of the light source and accordingly with the level of
illumination, indicating an incomplete luminance adaptation.
Equation (9) does not take into account this influence. Indeed,
Pellacini and co-workers [22,30] applied only one level of
illumination in their experiments.

Variations in the intensity of illumination also change the
dynamic range of the scene. Doerschner et al. demonstrated
that CG and specular gloss are affected by HDR cues such as
the self-luminosity threshold, i.e., the degree to which high-
lights are seen as self-luminous [27]. While Doerschner et al.
modified the dynamic range by successively introducing a
black and a white background, in this study, the scene dy-
namic range was adapted by changing the intensity of both
the specular and background light source.

The cubic root of luminance in Eqs. (10) and (14) predicts a
compression at the high end of the scale. This compressive
behavior was also reported by Phillips et al. [25,26] under
the conditions of simple surface geometry and simple high-
contrast illumination. Phillips et al. indicated Weber’s law con-
straints on luminance just noticeable differences as a possible
explanation and suggested that there may be limits to the
effectiveness of specular intensity as a gloss cue [25,26].

Fig. 7. (Color online) VG predictions as defined in Eq. (7), plotted
against the corresponding geometric mean data Ŝs. The specific
test conditions for which the specular light source is turned off are
indicated by the red ellipse.

Fig. 6. (Color online) VG predictions as defined in Eq. (6), plotted
against the corresponding geometric mean data Ŝs.
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Finally, it is interesting to note that the experimental results
are also in line with the variation of the perceived brightnessQ
with the luminance of an unrelated color as predicted by the
Hunt color appearance model for unrelated colors [39].
Indeed, to a certain extent the specular image can be consid-
ered as an unrelated color surrounded by a rather dark
background.

One has to be aware that the values of the numerical para-
meters occurring in Eqs. (7) and (10) are completely deter-
mined by the choice of the standard stimulus, which was
given a value of 100. This illumination condition corresponds
to an illuminance level of approximately 150 lux at the sample
and the corresponding values of Lim and Lb were 190 cd:m−2

and 22 cd:m−2, respectively. As mentioned in the psychophy-
sical experiment section, these values were chosen such that
the standard stimulus would lie in the middle of the range of
presented stimuli. The selection of a standard sample and a
standard illumination condition for background illuminance
and specular source luminance should be a future issue for
debate. Indeed, the available standard practice for visual eva-
luation of gloss differences only defines two light sources that
can be used to evaluate one or more available gloss attributes
[40]. However, no recommendations on the relative distances
between the light source, specimen, and observer are pro-
vided, and thus also not on the applicable illuminance level.

The VG prediction formulas as defined in Eqs. (7) and (10)
suffer however from a major shortcoming. If the specular light
source is turned off, Lim equals Lb and no reflected image can
be observed. Although looking at a mirrorlike surface, all ob-
servers reported gloss values close to 0 in this situation, for
any value of Lb ranging between 0 to 55 cd:m−2. The results
corresponding to this condition have been indicated in Fig. 7
by the red ellipse. As can be seen, VG predictions run up to 30.

Equations (7) and (10) therefore only seem to be valid if the
reflected image of the specular source is clearly visible. Under
these circumstances, observers are judging the brightness of
the image as an indication of gloss, while for very low psycho-
metric contrast values, including C ¼ 0, they will probably
judge the perceptibility of the reflected image. Because not
enough experimental data are available for psychometric con-
trast values lower than 1, Eqs. (7) and (10) will not describe
the gloss perception in this contrast region, which needs
further investigation.

5. VALIDATION EXPERIMENT
The performance of a model is related to its prediction cap-
ability on independent test data. Assessment of this perfor-
mance provides a measure of the quality of the chosen
model [41]. To this end, a validation experiment was con-
ducted with 10 new observers. They were asked to rate the
glossiness of 22 new stimuli, made up of combinations of
the same three samples with 22 other illumination settings
than those previously applied in the main experiment. Again,
luminance measurements were performed from the obser-
ver’s viewing position, and both the average luminance Lim

and Lb were calculated. Lim and Lb varied now from 0 to
240 cd:m−2 and 0 to 40 cd:m−2, respectively, and the same
standard stimulus was adopted (logC ¼ 0:88). Observers
were given the same instructions as in the main experiment,
and the same procedure and data gathering technique were
used. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision
and were again unaware of the purpose of the experiment. As
in the main experiment, observers performed the test in two
different orders of presentation.

For each of the 22 stimuli, VG predictions calculated from
Eq. (10) were compared to the geometric mean Ŝs determined
from all reported estimations. The performance of the model
was evaluated by calculation of the mean absolute error
(MAE). The MAE determines the average magnitude of errors
in a set of forecasts without considering their direction, and is
defined as

MAE ¼ 1
n

Xn
s¼1

jVG − Ssj; ð15Þ

where n is the number of evaluated stimuli, i.e., 22.
Validation Results: Values of the normalization coeffi-

cients ao and bo, for each of the 20 sets of observer data,
are reported in Table 5. In comparison to the main experiment
(Table 2), values of both coefficients show larger deviations
from 1 and 0, respectively. The larger variation leads to
substantially more scatter in the normalized observer data
Ss;o;norm, that are plotted against the calculated geometric

Fig. 8. (Color online) 20 sets of normalized observer data Ss;o;norm,
scaled to the maximum geometric mean value, and plotted against the
calculated geometric mean data Ŝs of the validation experiment.

Table 5. Values of Both the Scaling Factor ao and the Line Intercept bo, for the 20 Sets of Observer Data of the

Validation Experiment

Scaling Factor ao Observer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Presentation order 1 0.560 0.729 1.011 1.051 0.857 0.574 0.690 0.927 0.724 0.623
Presentation order 2 0.721 0.709 0.875 1.289 1.039 0.830 0.866 1.072 0.645 0.719

Line Intercept 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Presentation order 1 0.944 0.459 −0:059 −0:087 0.128 0.849 0.643 0.036 0.545 0.707
Presentation order 2 0.658 0.522 0.211 −0:561 −0:283 0.328 0.227 −0:213 0.728 0.554
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mean data Ŝs in Fig. 8. The geometric mean values of the 22
stimuli range from 25 to 140, the value of the common mod-
ulus numbering 100. CV values estimating both the observer
agreement and repeatability are reported in Table 6 and con-
firm the augmented variation. For the observer agreement,
average CV values range between 3% to 21%, the average num-
bering 12%. This value is larger than the average CV value
reported in the main experiment (see Table 3). Yet, it is still
significantly lower than the CV of 18%, found by Luo et al. for
the agreement among observers who scaled colorfulness [35].
With respect to observer repeatability, CV values now range
from 1% to 17%, with an average of 8%. The resulting MAE for
VG as defined in Eq. (10) numbers 8.2, corresponding to 6.4%
of the absolute range of estimation values. As a consequence,
the VG function as defined in Eq. (10) can be considered as
validated by this experiment.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the influence of the geometry of illumination on
the gloss perception of surfaces has been examined. Three flat
glass samples having an identical specular reflectance and
showing an undistorted reflected image were utilized. The re-
verse side of the samples was covered with a neutral paint,
varying in lightness from white over gray to black. Realistic
illumination conditions were simulated with a light booth con-
taining two light sources. The specular light source induces a
visible virtual image, while the background light source is
used to change the overall sample luminance. The luminance
of both light sources can be separately adjusted.

A visual experiment was conducted using the technique of
absolute magnitude estimation. Ten observers rated the glos-
siness of 65 stimuli in two different orders of presentation.
Both the observer agreement and repeatability were satisfac-
torily high: the average coefficient of variation CV, respec-
tively, numbered 7% and 3%. A psychophysical scaling
function was derived that predicts the perceived surface gloss
from the measured luminance of both the reflected image and
the adjacent off-specular sample background. A good VG
prediction was obtained from the difference between the
cubic root of both luminances, at least when the psychometric
contrast values are larger than 1.

The performance of this formula was tested in an additional
validation experiment. Ten new observers rated the glossiness
of 22 stimuli, different from the applied stimuli in the main
experiment, again in two different orders of presentation.
Although both the observer agreement and repeatability were
now lower, the MAE between the gloss predictions and the
observer assessments was limited to 6.4% of the absolute

range of estimation values. This suggests that a measurement
of the luminance of both the specular image and the surround-
ing background allows for the evaluation of the glossiness of
the samples under different illumination conditions. Indeed,
with a metric based on luminance measurements, both the re-
flection properties of the surface and the geometry and inten-
sity of the illumination are taken into account. The gloss
prediction formula can however not be used in the condition
that no specular image can be observed (zero contrast). When
the contrast between the specular image and background be-
comes very low (e.g., when a white sample is used in combi-
nation with an intense background illumination), observers
are probably judging the perceptibility of the image as an
indication of gloss, while for high contrast values, they will
judge the brightness of the image.

This study is only a small step in the development of a new
gloss perception correlate. In addition to investigating gloss
perception at low contrast ranges, the impact of the distortion
of the reflected image (DOI), the influence of the color of the
sample, and the effect of the nonuniformity of the image light
source must be included. Finally, investigations using real
complex illumination and environment scenes combined with
3D samples could be performed, as the shape and curvature of
3D samples will transform the virtual image of the highlight
and give rise to additional cues that observers could exploit
when evaluating gloss [42,43].
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